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In this Internet Marketing edge, no one can ignore its effectiveness in increasing visitors among
which maximum could be turn into potential customers for any business. As far as education is
concerned, itâ€™s not an exception and same rules are applied for it. If you are going to involve in
educational business by opening a private and independent school in Melbourne, you should submit
your school website on reputed directories where huge visitors come daily for searching the school
as per their specific needs and requirements. There are many web directories available in the World
Wide Web but you should always choose reputed directories.

Reputation of web directories can be measured in terms of page rank as well as web traffic. Web
traffic means the numbers of visitors visit there in a day. You should not submit your school website
on the directories which have 0 page rank. Try to submit on the directories which have page rank 2
or more than 2. The other thing you should consider in submitting your site into directories that they
should have â€œdo followâ€• status. If they have â€œdo followâ€• status, your submission link that you submitted
for your school site would be visited by search engines and you will able to get visitors through
search engines. It canâ€™t be possible in case of â€œno followâ€• link. So, you should not submit your site on
the directories which have â€œno followâ€• link.

Traffic status of a particular directory can find out in Alexa, it will give you the detailed information
about the visitors by their particular location along with their reference. Reference means how many
visitors come on your site directly, how many visitors come through directories sites, how many
come through search engines along with many other relevant information. If your school site has
been submitted on reputed directories, you will get visitor not only from the directory but from
multiple sources that include search engines.

You can also submit your website on paid submission directories if they are popular having huge
traffic across the world or the location where you are targeting your business. Although, these
directories will charge fees but you will get many students for your schools in Melbourne, Australia.
Because, many parents use to search the private or independent school for their children where
they could be well educated, your site will get notice by them if you have submitted on the reputed
directories sites. As you have opened school in Melbourne, Australia, you must submit it into local
directories (that belong to Melbourne).
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